SGA Resolution No. 17-06-F

A Resolution to allow students to access all previously taken classes (i.e. course listing), professors’ contact information (i.e. email address), on the ‘My Courses’ section of PipelineMT.

Whereas: Students should have the ability to research and seek all courses they have taken,

Whereas: Students have an understood right to acquire previously taken classes on the “My Courses” section of PipelineMT,

Whereas: This resolution will effectively and efficiently enhance the avenue of communication between the faculty and students,

Whereas: This reform will have a miniscule impact on the overall campus database storage requirements and capabilities,

Whereas: The current set up restricts sharing information about previous semesters, only showing the current and previous semester,

THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 69TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: The “My Courses” section of PipelineMT will archive all classes, professor names, and professor email addresses congruent to the current system format.

Section 2: This resolution takes immediate effect as of January, 1st, 2007. All currently enrolled students must have their “My Courses” information updated retroactively from the present date providing the like assigned criteria outlined in Section 1.

Sponsored by: Senator Michael Counts
Senator Spencer Wood

[Signatures: Speaker of Senate, SGA President, VP Student Affairs]